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Introduction
Situated on the same headland to the south of Pui O as Temple Crag, Eagle Crag offers climbs similar in nature to those found at the more popular Beacon Hill, except
here the crag is more than twice the height. All of the climbs are between 17 and 24 m in length and the majority can be lead safely on natural gear. There is still scope
for additional new routes on the crag and numerous boulder problems can also be found in the area.
The crag is located on the shoreline of the western side of the Chi Ma Wan Peninsula, Lantau Island, below Temple Crag.
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Approach
Catch the ferry from Central, pier 6, to Mui Wo (Silvermine Bay) on Lantau Island and then take a 5 minute bus ride to Pui O. Alight at the first stop in the village walk the
path across the marsh to Ham Tin. Alternatively you can take 3M bus from Tung Chung village, alight at the first stop in the village walk the path across the marsh to Ham
Tin. Follow the road for 10min to the beach (leave the river on your right), make a righ turn and take the obvious concrete path with metallic handbar along the coastline at
sea level. You will then walk past a first graveyard on the left and a second graveyard as well, few meters after that, when almost directly beneath Temple Crag, you walk
over a small bridge crossing a stream channel. Approximately 40 meters after that you'll see across the railing on the right side two concrete blocks and a small dirt path
that leads rightward down the hill to the coast (red ribbon should be hanging from a tree). Follow this path to the sea and scramble along few fixed lines until you reach the
crag. If tide is too high you can still access the crag abseiling down. Just turn left before the fixed lines and look for anchor points along the crag.

Eagle Crag

Topo
Starting from LEFT, SPORT routes are drawn in red, each one is identified by a progressive number. TRAD routes are in yellow and we used letters to mark them. We
used French grades, as the standard in HK for SPORT routes.

1 - RED CROSS 5
F.A. Alberto Cipriani, Gianfranco Bigazzi (December 2014)
Grade: F6b Length: 17m, 8 quickdraws Anchor: Chain with "D" links
Pre clip (with rope in the draw) the first bolt standing on the rock, this is just a precaution to avoid banging on the rock behind. The climb starts slightly on the right of
the vertical of the first bolt. Move left as you gain height following the line of bolts. Search for existing but unobvious holds. Once through the crux you reach a ledge
with two more bolts to go before the chain. Pay attention for loose rocks.

2 - CLOSED PROJECT

(Partially bolted, please don't climb)

3 - THE GIFT
F.A. Paul Collis & Martin Lancaster (2003)
Grade: F7a*** Length: 17m, 8 quickdraws.
A superb line. Thin moves into the shallow scoop low down leads to even thinner moves higher up.

4 - EROICI FURORI
F.A. Gianfranco Bigazzi, Alberto Cipriani (October 2014)
Grade: F6b Length: 18m, 8 quickdraws Anchor: Chain with "D" links
Climb the arête with good jugs till the end of the slightly overhung section. Overcome the first crux searching for small but existing holds, than balancy moves lead to
a horizontal crack. Gain the ledge on the right to reach the anchor. For a harder finish, from the horizontal crack climb straight/left following the bolt in the “V " without
veering right on the ledge for a 6c surprisingly hard finish.

5 - TIME CREATES HEROES
F.A. Gianfranco Bigazzi, Alberto Cipriani, (December 2014)
Grade: F6a Length: 19m, 8 quickdraws Anchor: Chain with "D" links
The route is developed around three slightly overhanging walls and two ledges. With low tide, start the climb from sea level. A well featured first section leads to
the first ledge where you have a choice to veer right and climb the arête for a more challenging version of this climb or exploit the open crack on the left to establish
yourself on the second ledge. Again use the obvious vertical crack line to overcome the intimidating but easily doable last section to reach the chain terrace.It is better
climbed with lower tides.
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6 - THERE’RE NO WHITE DOTS
F.A. Erica Hung (September 2014)
Grade: F6a+ Length: 19m, 7 quickdraws Anchor: Chain with "D" links
Similar to Time Creates Heroes, this route is ideally climbed starting from the sea level when the tide is low. However, if the tide is high, the first bolt can be clipped from
the higher ground on the right. The route exploits three existing bolts of an old trad route (GRAVE DIGGERS). The addition of three lower bolts and a higher one makes
this an interesting sports route. Climb from the arête till you enter the open book section and from here, some technical moves on a featured wall allow you to reach
good jugs on the bulgy rock. Mantel on the terrace for an easy reach of the belay chain.

7 - R.I.M.A. (Rapidly Increasing My Appetite)
F.A. Alberto Cipriani, Gianfranco Bigazzi (October 2014)
First pitch: Grade: F7b *** Length: 8m, 6 quickdraws Anchor: Chain with "D" links
Second pitch: Grade: F7c *** Length: 9m, 5 quickdraws Anchor: Chain with "D" links
First pitch: Climb the route following the tiny crack line. A stretchy move secures the access to the bulge. Subsequently you will enjoy the clip of the fourth draw from
an awkwardly balanced position. With a delicate move reach the fault line of cracks leading to the anchor.
Second pitch: From the first pitch anchor step above the giant ledge and set the new belay station. Climb the face straight up on tiny holds. This is an excellent technical
climb on the tip of your fingers. Resist with all your will the temptation to veer right and grab the arête to avoid spoiling your chance to have real fun. If you really cannot
live without touching the arête, do it only ABOVE the last bolt and you’ll keep the grade of the route unaffected.

8 - EAGLE PARADISE
F.A. Rocky Lok (Bolted by Martin Lancaster)
Grade: F7b ***
A superb problem up the steep wall right of the curving crack line. Follow the large juggy flakes to a thin move to reach the last bolt.

9 - S&M
F.A. Colin Spark & Stuart Millis
Grade: F7c **
Start at the base of a short vertical crack. Establish yourself on this before making hard moves right to a good hold. Compose yourself before making further difficult
moves back left to a second short vertical crack. Move right once again to a good hold and then continue up the wall above, moving slightly right to use some good side
pulls. Hand traverse the lip of the ledge to the lower off for Route 8.
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10 - JUMPING JACK FLASH
F.A. Storm Bate & Ken Brown
Grade: F6c **
Climb the overhanging face by a small pinnacle and diagonally right onto a slab. Climb to the center of the large block and move up on thin holds. Continue up the block
and finish up the vertical wall.

11 - CAFFÈ BUPPALO
A particular note for this route that has been the first to inspire us to pursue our idea to develop this crag, often not in the beaten tracks of HK climbers, despite its
beautiful landscape view. Our Mutant Animal Watching team experienced a new sighting at Eagle Crag, the not so popular climbing area in Lantau. Therefore besides
Gaulliwogols, Chupacabras, Deers, Wild Boars and Foxes now we can add to our list the Caffè Buppalo (a mutant breed of water buffalo).
F.A. Gianfranco Bigazzi, Alberto Cipriani (January 2014)
Grade: F6c Length: 20m, 10 quickdraws Anchor: Chain with "D" links
Start on the right of Jumping Jack Flash, climb the face (not the arête) on small holds. Follow the line of bolts and climb the corner. A sequence of powerful moves will
lead you to the rounded ledge below the chain.
NOTES: The route is meant to be climbed avoiding using the arête on the right. Double the 4th and 5th draw or use a long sling to minimize rope drag.

A - LIAM’S CRY
F.A. Storm Bate
Grade: E1 5b
Start at sea level, climb up into the slightly overhanging crack line until it forks just below a small tree. Take the right hand fork (crux) and move up to a small stance.
Finish up the vertical crack to a belay above. Best done at low tide to avoid upsetting your belayer too much! (Best not done at all to avoid upsetting yourself too much
either!)

B - SURFER’S WAVE
F.A. Keith Rayson
Grade: VS 4c
Climb the obvious diagonal crack and then vertically to a small ledge. Move left and climb up behind the small vertical face to belay, or alternatively finish up the
vertical crack.
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C - GRAVE DIGGERS
F.A. Ken Brown & Storm Bate
Grade: E1 5b**
Climb the corner crack over sloping ledges to a good ledge next to a small tree. Move up the tight corner, past three bolts, and then step right onto the slab. Finish at a
tree belay.

D - JUNK TRIP
F.A. Ken Brown
Grade: E2 5c***
Follow the curvy crack line to the left of the overhanging face. Make a strenuous move up to a small ledge (crux). Continue up the crack in the corner to the belay. An
alternative, and more satisfying, finish from the small ledge is to move right and ascend a small flake and climb the slab and arête (1 bolt).

E - CHINESE DOMINOES
F.A. Ken Brown
Grade: E1 5c
Start at the same spot as ‘Keith’s Pride’ but climb onto the small vertical face and then move diagonally up and left to an obvious small crack. Climb up the crack over
the bulge to the right and cross to the lowest corner of the large block. Finish up the wide crack in the block without using the adjacent pinnacle (crux).

F - KEITH'S PRIDE
F.A. Keith Rayson
Grade: HVS 5a*
Climb to the foot of the small vertical face, move right and then up on friction holds. Continue up to the lowest corner of the large block before climbing up and onto
the adjacent pinnacle. Finish up the vertical face (crux) to the belay. An easier alternative finish is to traverse beneath the block and up the narrow chimney on the side.

